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A Coupled Mode Description of the BackwardWave Oscillator and the Kornpfner Dip Condition*
R. W . GOULDt
Summary-The start oscillation condition for the backward-wave
oscillator and the operation of the traveling-wave tube amplifier at
the Kompfner dip point are described from the point of view of the
coupling of two modes of propagation.Growing waves arenotinvolved. Two waves are sufficient when the tube is more than a half
plasmawavelengthlong.Operationinthis“largespacecharge”
domain is inherently simpler than in the “low space charge” domain.
The start os-iilation condition and the Kompfner
dip condition are
simply expressed in terms of the coupling constant between modes,
X L = (2n 1)7r/2, where n is an integer. In addition, the uncoupled
modes must have the same velocity. The result is also expressed in
CN and hL. The effect of
terms of themorefamiliarparameters
loss in the circuit mode is calculated.
When the two waves carry energy in opposite directions, growing
waves result. This case is discussed briefly.

+

I. ISTRODL-CTIOX
X TWO R E C E S T papers’,’ Pierce hassuggested that
the operation of beam-type amplifiers and oscillators
can be understood in termsof a, coupling of the modes
of propagation, or wa,ves,whichexist’on
the electron
beamin the absence of the circuit v i t h amodewhich
exists on the circuit in the absence of the electron beam.
It is n-ell known that a, cylindrical electron beam supports
tTt-0 spacecharge vaves, one with a phasevelocity less
than the electron velocity and one with a phase velocity
greaterthantheelectronvelocity.Whentheelectron
beamissurroundedbyanelectromagnetic
circuit’,such
as a helix, which supports a wave whose velocity is nearly
equal to the phasevelocity of the spacechargewaves,
the circuitwaveand
the spacechargewaves
interact,
strongly modifying the originalwaves so as to produce
threewavesnhichare,
inasense,combinations
of the
original waves. Each of the modified waves has some of
theattributes of the originalwaves if the coupling is
appreciable. The modified circuit ware hasassociated with
it a modulation of the electron beam while the modified
space chargewaves haveassociatedwiththemcircuit
fields. I n many micron-ave tubes the space chargefields
are stronger than the circuit’ fields so that the velocities
of the two spacecharge waves are sufficiently differentthat
the circuitwave couples strongly with one of the space
chargewaves
andonlyweaklywiththeother.The
analysis of theoperation of the t’ube issimplerinthis
large space charge case because one
of the waves can be
neglected if it is not excited at the beginning of t,he tube.

* Original manuscript received by the PGED, February, 1955.
This work was supported by a Howard HughesFellowship in Science
and Engineering.
t Physics Dent.. California Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. Calif.
1 J. R . Pierce: “Coupling of modes of propagation,”’Jour. A p p l .
Phys., vol. 25, p: 179-183; February, 1954.
2 J. R. Pierce, ‘The wave picture of microwave tubes,’’ Bell Sys.
Tech. Jour., vol. 33, pp. 1343-1372; Xovember, 1954.

This paper describes (a) the operation of the backwardwave oscillator in terms of the coupling of the slow space
charge wave of the beam with a backn-ard circuit v-ave,
(b)theoperation of a traveling-wave tube amplifier at,
the Kompfner dipcondit’ionin termsof t’he couplingof the
fastspacechargewavewith
theordinarycircuitwave,
and (c) several other interesting mode coupling effects in
beam-typetubes. It maybe seen from nore conlplete
analyses of the backn-ard-wave o ~ c i l l a t o rthat’
~ ~ ~waves
which increase with dist’ance are not an essential feat’ure
of itsoperation,andthatatstart
oscillation, the slow
space charge wave is approximat,ely in synchronism with
the circuit wave.

PROPIGATIOS
Pierce’s theory of the coupling of modes of propagation’
is used as a starting point for this analysis. Consider the
coupling of two modes of propagation which are characterizedbyamplitudes
P and Q, defined insuchan-ay
that the power flow in t’he uncoupled modes is PP* and
kQQ*
respectively. The upper sign is t’o be taken if t8he
modestransmitenergyint’hesamedirection
while t h e
lower sign is to be taken if the modes transmit energy in
opposite directions. These two modes
are assumed to be
coupled together periodically
along
the transmission
systemsbylineartransducersasindicatedinFig.
1.
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circuit for the coupled mode theory.

When the transducers are
lossless they may becharacterized by a single parameter,l k , and the coupled system
of Fig. 1 is described by the difference equations

Qn+l

=

-+ke-j(B~-B,+B,-8,)

p,

+ 4 ~ e - ; ~ B o - B % ~
Qn

.

To describe the modes of propagation of the electron
beam and helix by giving only their amplitude and propagation constant is certainly an oversimplification, because
of their complex nature. Such a simplified picture can be
made precise quantitativelybyproper
definibion of the
3 H. R. Johnson, “Backward-wave oscillators,”
PROC.
IRE, vol.
43, pp. 684-697; June, 1955.
H. Heffner, “Analysis of the backward-wave oscillator,’’ PROC.
I R E , vol. 42, pp. 930-937; June, 1954.
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quantitiesinvolved.This
simplification isqualitat'ively
useful as well.
To go over to the case of cont'inuous coupling, let the
transducersbelocated
a shortdistance
Ax apartand
make the following substitutions in (l),

P, + P(z)

PnL1
--+ P(z)

a

a + ,

.--f

--$

+ dP

+

~ ( 2 )

k +XAx
0, -

el -,

Bq - O3 + @,,Ax.

To pass to the limit, Ax -+ 0, expand the exponentials
and square-root factors of (1) in a power series in Ax and
retainonlythefirstnonvanishingterms.The
following
differential equations are obtained:

+ jp,P
ax

- XQ = 0
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charge wave and the backward circuit wave. X backward
circuit wave is one whose group velocity or direction
of
energy flow is in the oppositedirectionfrom the phase
velocity. This situat'ion may be obtained with
a periodic
circuit where space harmonic components of a wave may
the direction
have a phase velocity which is opposite t'o
of energy flow. The electronbeamtransmits
less total
energy in the direction
of electron flomwhenit is modulated
with a slow spacechargewave than it doeswhen it is
unmodulated. If the ac power flow is taken t,o bethe
total power f l o ~less thede power flow, theac power
flow associated with t'he slow space charge wave can
be
said to be in the opposit'e direction from the direction of
electron flow. The relationship:
ac power flox

=

(ac energy stored per unit length)
X (group velocity)

can be shown t'o hold in the case of one-dimensional space
chargewaves.Because the ac energy per unit length
of
the slow space charge wave is negative,
the power flow
These arethefundamentalequations
of thetwo-ware
issaid to beintheoppositedirectionfromthe
group
theory; x will be referred to asthe coupling constant'. velocity.
Sotice that when x is zero the equations have the soluLet P represent' the amplitude of the slow space charge
tions: P = Cle-j3p', and Q = C2e-i'qz. Thesearethe
wave with phase velocity in the + x direction and power
uncoupledmodesinwhich
theamplit,udes of P and Q flow in the - x direct'ion.Let Q be t'heamplitude of a
areindependent.The
following energyequation which circuitwave or spaceharmoniccomponentwith
phase
is seen to be independent, of the coupling, is easily derived velocity also in the + x direction and power flow inthe
from ( 2 )
--x direction.Sincebothwavestransmitenergyinthe
a
--x direction, the uppersigns should be used when applyiug
- (PP* f QQ*) = 0.
(3)
ax
the results of the precedingsection. The electron beam
enterstheinteraction region unmodulated a t x = 0, so
This states that t'he total power f l o ~is independent of x.
one boundary condition to be applied to (6) is
To solve these equations when X is not zero,assume
the solution to be of the form e-ii3z, thus obtaining t'he
P = 0 at x = 0 .
algebraic equations,
Whenthecircuit
isperfectlymatched
a t x = L the
j(P - P,)P
XQ = 0
power flow inthenegative
direct'ion atthis point' is
(4
zero, hence
TXP
j ( p - Pq)Q = 0.

+

+

Thesehave a nontrivialsolution if thedeterminant, of
the coefficients of P and Q vanishes,whichmeans that
p must have the values,

at z = L .

Q = O

This boundary condition is also to be applied to (6). These
two boundary conditions yield the equations:

c, + c, = 0
- 8, -j9,I2
c, -__
x e
P I

+C2-

P 2

-

x

8, e - l a , L -0

(7)

which have a nontrivial solution only if
The general solution may be w i t t e n ,
p = C -?o>. + C 2 e - l ? l r
le

v-here C, and C2 are arbitrary constants.

111. THE BACKTVARD-WAVEOSCILLATOR
The operation of the backn-ard-n-a,ve oscillator may be
understoodinterms
of the coupling of the slow space

(P1

- BJe-

IPlL

-

(pp -

p,)e-'"."

=

0.

(8)

Upon substituting for PI and p2 the values given by ( 5 )
and performing some minor manipulations this condition
can be mitten in the follon-ing form:
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of the Backward-Wave Oscillator

The solutions of thisequationintheabsence
(p, and p, real) are:

6,

=

P, and L

=

(212

+ 1) 5.
T

m = 0, 1, 2 ,

of loss

*

(10)

Thus from ( 5 ) ,

p1

=

+x

p,

p'

=

p, -

x.

(11)
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muchsimpler inthis specialcase.Althoughone
could
calculate x direct'lyfrom the fields and currents of the
uncoupledmodes, X canalsobe
expressed interms of
the usual traveling-wave tube parameters CY and hL by
comparing theequation for the propagationconstants
obtainedherewith
that' obtainedwhenallfourwaves
are present:

The uncoupledmode amplitudes are easilyshown to be

P

=

Q =

-2jCle-iPuz sin xz
-2jCle-f@"' cos x2

(12)

where C is theinteractionparameter
(E2/pZE')(IO/4VO),
N is the electronic wavelengt'h of the t,ube, is the propagation constant of the circuit, be = w/uo is the electron
propagationconstant,and
h = w a / u o is the reduced
plasma wave number.
T o specialize (14) to the casewhereonly
two waves
are important,, assume that 0 .c
p1 NN , B e
h and replace
p and p1 by p. exceptwhere differences betweennearly
equal quant'ities are involved. This gives

+

COLLECTOR
END

GUN END

which is to be compared with the coupled mode result,

(P - P a p

-

0,)- x2= 0.

(16)

Thus we may ident'ify our X' with p3Cc"/2hand the startoscillation condition may be written,

GUN END

Fig. 2-Mode

COLLECTOR
END

amplitudes a t start oscillation of the backn-ard-wave
oscillator.

This result is shown in Fig. 3. Condition p a = 0,is shown
in Fig. 4 (next page). Results
of the three-wave theory4 are
also shown for purposes of comparison. It' is seen that the

which are shown in Fig. 2 for the case n = 0. This is the
condition that prevails at start oscillation for the lowest
mode of operation. The slow spacechargewave
is in
synchronism with the circuit' wave and there is a beat>ing
or interference between the two modified waves of wavelength 2a/X. The tube is a quarter beat wavelength long
atstart' oscillation. The pori-er flov along thet'ube is
given by

PP*

+ QQ*

=

,

-2jC,

'sin' Xx

+ 1 -2jC, j'

COS'

xx= 4cS

(LOWEST MODE)

-TWOWAVE
---THREE

(13)

and is constant along the tube. The
power may be said
to flow in on the electronbeam at' the collectorend of
the tube, as a result of the beam leaving the interaction
region in
modulated
a
condit,ion, and is completely
transferred t'o the circuit upon reaching t'he gun or output
end of the tube. When operating in the next lowest mode
[n = I in (lo)], the tube islongenough to transfer the
energy from the beam t o the circuit, back to the beam,
and then back Do the circuit, again.
So far, one of the start oscillation conditions is not in
the form in whichit, is usuallyexpressed. It is, in fact,
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Fig. 3-A1 comparison of thestnrt
oscillation currentcondition
obtained from the couplrd mode theory with that obtained from
the three-wave theory.

CS,,,,, condition for the lowest. mode of operation is in
good agreement, if hL is greater than about 1.5 and t'he
synchronismcondition is in good agreement of hL is
greater t'han about 3.0.
Thus this t'heory is applicable when the tube length is
greater t'han a quarter or half plasma wavelength.
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enough to convert the circuit wavet'o a pure space charge
wave, so that no output is observed. The power flow along
the tube is again constant, the energy being carried by
the circuit near the gun endof the tube and by t'he
electron
beam near the collector end.

By properchoice
of beamvolt8ageandcurrent,a
traveling-wavet'ube amplifier may be adjusted so as to
produce no output. This is known as the Kompfner dip
condition and it is useful because it, permits direct measurement of the t'raveling-wavetubeparameters. In the
T'. THEEFFECTOF CIRCUITLoss
large space charge case the operation of a traveling-wave
In the discussions of Sections I11 and IT:, circuit loss
tube in this manner can be understood in terms
of the
was
neglected. To includecircuit loss, replace j p , by
coupling of the fast space charge wave with the circuit
j
p
,
- a. X positive value of a represents loss in the backwave. The ac power flow of t,he fast space charge wave is
ward-wave
oscillator circuit, whereas a negative value
of
in the same direct'ion as the electron flow and the power
a
represents
loss
in
an
ordinary
traveling-wave
tube,
flow on the circuit is also in this direct'ion so the upper
Eq. (9)
signs in Sect'ion I1 are again to beused. Letting P stand to which theKompfnerdipconditionapplies.6
may
be
remitten:
for the amplitude of the fast space charge wave
whose
phase velocity and energy flow are in the +z direction, d X 2 L 2 $(PC - p,
ja)2L'

+

+

*cot z / X 2 L 2
-

A P , - P,)
2

fa

__
+ $(Pa - p, + ja)2LL"
L

which has a solution when p,
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(18)

=

pa and

0

hL = w q L/uo

Fig. 4--.4 comparison of the start oscillation synchronism condition
obtained from the coupled mode theory with that obtained from
the three-wave theory.

and Q stand for t'he circuit wave amplitude whose phase
velocity and energy flow are also in t'he + x direction, the
boundary conditions are

P=O

at z = O

and

Q=Qn

BACKWARD WAV€
OSCILLATOR DOMAIN

TRAVELING WAVE
TUGEDOMAIN

at z = O ;

L e . , the beam ent'ers the interaction

region unmodulated
but a signal, Qo, is impressed on the circuit. We inquire
when the output, t'he circuit amplitude at z = L, may be
zero. This condition will be independent of Qo, hence the
condition Q = Qn at x = 0 may be disregarded, only

P=O

at z = O

and

Q = O

I
20db

at x = L

2
beingrequired.Theseereformally
identicalwit'h
the
boundary condit,ions of the backward-wave oscillat'or.
Because the different'ial equationsandboundary
conditions are the same as for the backward-wave oscillator,
(7) through (13) apply also to theKompfner dip condition.
Theirinterpretat'ion is different, hon-ever. In the latter
case a signal is applied to the inputof the tube in the
form
of a pure circuit wave and t'he fast' space charge wave
is
not' excited; a t x = L the waves have interacted just long
5 R. I h m p f n e r , "On the operation of the traveling wave tube at
low level, British J o u r . I R E , vol. 10, pp. 283-289: hugust, September, 1950.
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Fig. 5-Effect of loss on the backa-ard-wave oscillator start oscillation condition and the Kompfner dip condition of a TWT-am$fier. X L is plotted against aL, the total loss in nepers.

The solution of this equation is given in Fig. 5 . It may be
seen t'hat circuit' loss increases the value of E L a t start
oscillation of the backward-wave oscillator, but decreases
the value of X L for t'he Kompfner dip condition. When
a > X, backn-ard-wave oscillation is not' possible irrespec5 Circuit power flow is in the - z direction in the first case, and in
the f z direction in the second case.
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Gould:

tive of the length of the tube. The value of C S of (17)
should be multiplied by the two-thirds power of the ordinate of Fig. 5 t'o account, for the effect of loss. X useful
analyticapproximation,validfor
less thanabout
20
db loss. is
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The other situation arises when t'he group velocit'ies of
the two waves are in opposite directions.
One boundary
condition is applied at each end of the region of coupling.
Forexample,
consider the coupling of thefastspace
charge waves of two electron beams whose velocities are
inoppositedirections. The w vs diagram
of this system
is shown in Fig.6. The coupling of the two waves produces
an increasing anda decreasing wave inthe region of /3 = 0.

BOUSDARY
W
CONDITIONS
In the absence of coupling, it is clear Ohat the point at
which the boundary condition on a particular wave is to
be applied depends on direction
of the group velocity of
that wave. If, for example, the group velocity of the wave
is totheright,theboundaryconditiononthiswave
should be applied on the left end of the region \\-here the
solution is desired. When two or more waves interact and
boundary condit'ions are applied to the uncoupled mode
amplitudes, the group velocity of each of the uncoupled
modes is assumed todeterminethepoint
where the
boundarycondition
on that waveisapplied.This
is
certainly reasonable, since t'he group velocity is the direcP
t'ion in which one can signalor propagate a disturbance.
Fig.6-Diagram
of
versus 6'' fortwoelectronbeamsinopposite
directions. When the frequencyis less than d2 u p a pair of waves
When the power flows of t'he uncoupled modes are in
result,, one of which increases with z, and one of lT-hich decreases.
t,he same direction, we have seen that there is an interference or beatingphenomenabetween
thetwo waves.
This is indicated by the double line in the figure, where
Twosituationsarise:thegroup
velocities of thetwo
only
the real part of /3 is shown. Application of the boundwaves may be in opposite directions
or the same direction.
ary
conditions
shows t'hattheboundarycondition
at
The backward-wave oscillator is an example of the former
z = 0 affects primarily the wave which decreases with x ,
sit'uation, since the slow space charge wave has a group
while the boundary condition at z = L affects primarily
velocity in the + z direction, and the circuit wave has a
the wave which increases with z, or decreases in the --x
group velocity in t'he- x direction. In applying t'he boundary conditions in Section 111, we have followed the above direction. The situation is similar to that of a waveguide
slightly below cutoff. Onlywaveswhichdecreaseaway
convention. The Kompfnerdip condit'ion isanexample
from the source are excited, and this phenomena cannot
of the secondsit'uat'ion since the circuitwaveandthe
be used to obtain microwave amplification.
fast spacechargewavebothhavegroup
velocities in
the - z direction. Both boundary conditions are applied
a t z = 0.
W
If the power flows of the uncoupled waves are in opposite
directions,one of the modifiedwaves increases with x
while theother decreases with z, provided thephase
velocities of the uncoupledwavesareapproximately
equal. The applicationof the coupled mode theory to this
very important situation has beendiscussed by Pierce.'
INTERACTION.
In this section a few remarks onthe application of boundary conditions will be made and a few examples given.
As in the case of power flows in the same direction, two
situat'ions also arise: the group velocities may be in the
same or opposite directions. The former sitmuation arises
only when one of the waves is the slow space charge wave
of an electron beam, since this is the only wave forwhich Fig. 7-Diagram of "u versus p" for an electron beam coupled to a
periodic slow wave circuit of fundamental period L. The fast space
the group velocity and power flow are in opposite direccharge wave couples with the reverse circuit wave t,o produce an
tions.Bothincreasinganddecreasingwavescanbe
increasing and a decreasing wave.
excited at thesame end of the coupling region. This is the
A similarsituation occurswhen a fastspacecharge
situat'ion that existsintraveling-wavetube
amplifiers,
and it suffices to say that the analysis of Section I1 can wave is coupled to a backward circuit wave, as illustrated
by the w vs @ diagram of Fig. 7, where w,/w has been
beapplied to obt.ainsimplegain
expressions, validfor
taken somewhat larger than normal for purposes of illuslarge space charge conditions.
THE APPLICATION OF

I
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TABLE I
Interacting Waves

Z'phase

<(circuit Rave

1

same

opposite

same

T W T amplifier

(circuit wave
!fast space charge n-ave

i

same

same

same

TKT a t Kompfner dip

same

same

opposite

BIT0 and BKAI

same

opposite

opposite

apparently not useful

same

opposite

same

1

velocity jump amplifier
spacechargem.ve amplifier (rippled wall)

same

opposite

same

1

double stream amplifier

infinite

opposite

opposite

j

apparently not useful

~

(backward circuit wave
\\fast space charge wave

two
beams

Resulting Device

Cgroup

\slo~vspace charge wave

!backward circuit wave
)slow space charge wave

same
beam

Z'poweI

i

fast space
charge
wave
\ s l o space
~
chargewave

/fast space
charge
wave
slow spacechargewave

)t

~

I
1

I

1

I
beams in 'fast space charge wave
opposite fast spacechargewave
direction

'1

tration. The power f l o ~andgroup velocit'y of the fast'
space charge wave are in the + x direction, and the power
flow andgroup velocity of the backwardcircuitwaves
are in the --x direct'ion. \$'hen their phase velocities are
approximately
equal,
coupling
occurs.
The backward
circuitwave is likely to beexcited by mismatch at the
output of atraveling-wavet'ube,
and in the absence of
coupling with the fast space charge wave will
it propagate
unattenuatedtotheinputend
of thetube, unless an
attenuator is provided. As a result of coupling with t'he
fast space charge wave, the backward circuit wave is no
longer unatt'enuated.Throughthe
coupling two new
waves result. According to the previousdiscussion, it is
primarily the wave which decreasesin the --x direction
which is excited by t.he mismatch.
Finally, the results of these arguments are summarized
in Table I above. The results of Pierce are included.

DISCCSSIO~It should be apparenttothe
reader that the above
resultscanalsobeobt'ainedfrom
the more complete
theory3-',bymakingapproximations
which are appropriat'e t o large space charge operat'ion. The essent'ial contribution of this paper is Do apply the coupling of modes
theory to get a t these results, and t'o set' down someof t'he
resultsexplicitly. In many tubes, one is justifiedin calculatingtheirperformancefromalargespace
charge
theory, in which case there is considerable simplification.
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